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Much like a human being three 
things are essential to every 
plant: water, nutrients, oxygen. 

Like any other farm activity, 
irrigation needs to be managed. 
Customarily, flower farms 
throughout Kenya fertigate daily 
with 30-60m3 per hectare. The soil 
is basically treated as a hydroponic 
system. The amounts applied are 
roughly guided by an educated 
guess based on cloud cover 
and other subjective estimates. 
Over irrigating is easy, we press 
a button and sit down and relax. 
This is a common scenario 
throughout Kenyan farms. 

However, irrigation is not only the 
management of water but also 
of oxygen. Oxygen is essential 
for root respiration, promoting 
deeper and healthier roots which 
translate to healthier plants. In 
an over irrigated soil the water 
displaces the oxygen from the 
porosity. Moreover, over irrigation 
destroys the soil structure: the 
weight of the water and the wet 
soil compact the underlying soil. 
Oxygen promotes the activity 

Flower Farmers Saving 30% 
Fertilizers Using Aquacheck

Oxygenating the soil decreases 
the humidity at ground level 
creating non-optimal conditions 
for fungi and bacteria. Establishing 
a good balance between soil 
oxygen and water is the key to 
successful irrigation management.   

 Let us consider the soil as a 
sponge. If we dip this sponge into 
a bucket of water, pull the sponge 
out, water will drain freely until 
it stops. This is the sponge’s full 
point. In a soil this is called the 

now will only determine free flow 
through the sponge since it is 
physically unable to hold it. Based 
on texture and other physical 
properties, soils are differently 
sized sponges having different 
water holding capacities: sands 
are small sponges, clays are large 

capacity will determine water 
waste and fertilizer leaching and 
pollution of water sources. To 
avoid over irrigating and improve 
soil oxygenation we must put 
a system in place that enables 
us to measure the soil moisture 
in the root zone continuously. 
Knowing the size of the “bucket” 
our roots are established in and 
knowing the content of that 
“bucket” at any one time, then we 
can derive the exact amount of 

Figure 1 Diagram showing the effect of soil aeration onto roots and plant

 Figure 2 Soil moisture graphs for the separate sensors from an Aquacheck probe 

Figure 3 Aquacheck probe installed in a rose 
bed. The probe gives no disturbance to the 
crop.


